Provenance properties help asses the level of trust on the integrity of resources and events. One of the problems of interest is to find the right balance between the expressive power of the provenance specification language and the amount of historical information that needs to be remembered for each resource or event. This gives rise to possibly conflicting objectives relevant to integrity, privacy, and performance. Related problems are how to reduce historical information in a way that the provenance properties of interest are preserved, that is suitable for a distributed setting, and that relies on an incremental construction. We investigate these problems in a simple model of computation where resources/events and their dependencies form an acyclic directed graph, and computation steps consist of addition of new resources and of provenance-based queries. The model is agnostic with respect to the actual provenance specification language. We present then a framework, parametric on such language, for distributing, and incrementally constructing reduced histories in a sound and complete way. In the resulting model of computation, reduced histories are computed incrementally and queries are tested locally on reduced histories. We study different choices for instantiating the framework with concrete provenance specification languages, and their corresponding provenance-preserving history reduction techniques.
Introduction
Integrity is one of the key security goals in information security. Integrity techniques aim at assessing and controlling the level of trust of resources and events. Information about the history of a resource or event, e.g. who created it, how was it derived from other resources or events, etc., is often called provenance or lineage, and can be of great support for integrity mechanisms. This paper is motivated by the need to efficiently check integrity properties of resources or events based on their history. A typical scenario of interest are distributed r1 : c r2 : c r3 : d ledgers where transactions and their casual dependencies form an acyclic graph, and where one would need to assess the integrity of a transaction t based on the transactions it depends on: Is there any suspicious transaction t in the history of t? Is there a trustworthy transaction between t and t that would provide some guarantees on the solidity of t? Another typical scenario of interest are repositories of linked data: Was data item x freshly created? Or was x produced by combining trustworthy data items y and z? Are y and z related, e.g. derived from disjoint sources?
Provenance and expressivity: examples. Several languages can be used to express properties of the history of resources or events. In the area of databases, for example, provenance query languages have been studied for a long time, giving rise to variations of SQL and query languages for graphs (see e.g. [16, 5, 3, 6] and the references therein). In this paper we take a different perspective based on models and techniques from the area of concurrency theory. From now on, we will talk about resources without the implication that we focus on data items or that we rule out events. We will start illustrating some basic choices for a provenance query language based on well-known models from concurrency theory with the examples of Figure 1 . The figure illustrates four different configurations, where resources r 1 , r 2 , {r 1 , r 2 } . . . are annotated with their atomic observable properties (a, b, c, . . . ), and are related to each other with arrows (r → r denotes that r is a direct ancestor of r ). Four natural options for a provenance query language arise if one considers histories as sets, strings, trees, or graphs over the observable properties. Typically, those options would provide an increasing observation power: a string language would allow to observe the order of properties in the history, a tree language would in addition allow to observe the merging of resources, and a graph-based language would in addition allow to observe the forking of resources, and in general the entire structure of the history. To illustrate this, assume a scenario where the observable properties a, b, c . . . of resources denote the agents that created the resources, respectively Alice, Bob, Charlie, .... In such scenario, examples of provenance properties in the above mentioned cases could be:
(P1) Was the resource of interest influenced by Alice, Bob, Charlie, and Dave? 2 (P2) Was the resource of interest created by Alice and influenced by Charlie through Bob or by Dave through Bob?
(P3) Was the resource of interest created by Alice and influenced by resources created by Charlie and Dave that then Bob combined?
(P4) Was the resource of interest created by Alice and influenced by resources created by Bob, which in turn depended on the same resource created by Charlie?
Let us now illustrate the effect of the expressive power of the provenance language on a concrete example, namely the history of r 6 in the configurations in Figure 1 . An example of a set-based language would be a specification language to check atomic observables of r 6 and its entire genealogy (its direct and indirect ancestors). In this case, the observable history of r 6 would be the same in all four configurations. Indeed we could see C 4 as the minimised history of r 6 in C 1 -C 3 , where all ancestors have been collapsed into r 6 . Examples of stringbased languages could be based on any language to check the linear histories of resources (from the resource backwards through ancestors), for example based on regular expressions or linear-time logic (LTL) over sets of observables. In this case, the observable history of r 6 would be the same in C 1 -C 3 (i.e. the set of strings {{a}{b}{c}, {a}{b}{d}}) but different in C 4 (i.e. the set of strings {{a, b, c}}). Similarly as before we could see C 3 as the minimised history of r 6 in C 1 -C 2 , where resources r 1 , r 2 and r 4 , r 5 have been collapsed. An example of a tree language could be computation-tree logic (CTL), interpreted on the transition system obtained from the (backwards) reachable subgraph starting from the resource of interest. In this case, C 1 -C 2 would be indistiguishable but distinguishable from C 3 , essentially since r 4 and r 5 have different dependencies. Similarly as before we could see C 2 as the minimised history of r 6 in C 1 , where resources r 1 , r 2 have been collapsed. Finally, we could decide to observe the full graphical structure of the history. In that case, all four configurations would be distinguishable and there would be no room for reductions.
Reductions, distribution and incrementality. As we have seen, the choice of the provenance language implicitly induces a notion of abstract history. Such abstraction can be exploited to reduce concrete histories, i.e. represent them in a more compact way. For example, C 1 in Figure 1 can be reduced to C 2 if we consider computation trees up to bisimulation, to C 3 if we consider linear histories (trace equivalence), and C 4 if we are interested just in the set of reachable properties. In many scenarios such configurations are continuously growing as new resources or events are added. Being able to build new reduced histories incrementally is desirable for the sake of scalability. As an orthogonal aspect, it may not be feasible or desirable in some situations to implement configurations as global structures. It may indeed be convenient or even mandatory to implement them as a distributed structure, which, on the other hand, may pose challenges in terms of communication or performance when checking provenance properties. Distributing local histories can help address some of those issues. and sets, respectively) for configuration C 1 of Figure 1 . In the figures, each resource is mapped via → arrows to its local history (enclosed in a square box).
Research questions and contribution. The main research question under consideration in this paper is: Can we define a framework that is parametric with respect to the provenance-specification language L and that allows us to distribute and compress the history of resources in way that is (1) sound and complete w.r.t. to L; and (2) incremental, i.e. possibly exploiting the already computed compressed histories? We answer to the above research question by investigating this problem in a simple model of computation where new resources (with their dependencies) can be added, and can be subject to provenance queries (Section 2). We present in Section 3 a framework for history distribution and incremental reduction that is parametric with respect to the actual provenance specification language L, and we study in Section 4 several choices for L, and the corresponding provenance-preserving history reduction techniques. Section 5 concludes the paper.
A tribute to Rocco De Nicola. This paper is a contribution to the Festschrift that celebrates Rocco De Nicola's 65th birthday. I have had the pleasure and the honour to work closely with Rocco for several years, an experience that has inspired both my professional career and my personal life. This paper contains several elements related to Rocco's scientific contribution to models, languages and applications of concurrency theory. First, the model of programmable configurations in Section 2 has been inspired by coordination models investigated by Rocco (see [9] for a survey of Rocco's work in this field), in particular localitycentred process calculi [8] and attribute-based interactions [11, 2] . Such works have motivated me to look for an unconventional model of coordination, based on provenance. Second, the consideration of modal logics as provenance languages, and history reductions based on semantic equivalences relate to Rocco's contributions to those fields [10, 13, 7, 14, 12] . Even if Section 4 does not directly apply Rocco's own contributions, his search for generalisations and establishing relations between semantic equivalences and logics have motivated the search for a general framework (Section 3) where different semantic notions of provenance could fit. Last, the application domain of information security is very dear to Rocco and has been present in his work in several occasions, from the access and information flow control features of KLAIM [8] to his white paper on the future of Cybersecurity in Italy [18] .
A Simple Model of programmable Global Configurations
Configurations. Let R denote a universe of resource identifiers (resources, for short) that we range over by r, r 1 , . . . . A (global) configuration in our model is essentially a directed acyclic graph with resources as nodes. Resources have associated values in some domain V and are labelled over a set Σ of atomic observable properties on those values, through a function π : V → 2 Σ .
is a mapping of resources to their actual values, L : R → 2 Σ is a mapping of resources to observable properties, <⊆ R×R is the set of edges/dependencies, and such that < is acyclic. Figure 1 illustrates four configurations, where values are not included. We denote the set of all configurations by C. For a configuration C we will often use R, v, L, and <, assuming implicitly that C = R, v, L, < when clear from the context. Note that r < r is illustrated as an edge r → r . Function pre * C : R → 2 R denotes the genealogy of a resource in C (its direct and indirect ancestors, including itself), i.e. pre * C (r) = {r ∈ R | r = r or ∃r ∈ R.r < r ∧ r ∈ pre * C (r )}. With C |r we will denote the sub-configuration of C formed just by r and its predecessors (i.e. the subgraph of < backwards-reachable from r), formally C |r = pre * C (r), v |pre * C (r) , L |pre * C (r) , < |r such that r < |r r iff r < r and {r , r } ⊆ pre * C (r).
Provenance properties. We use L to denote the provenance specification language, and φ ∈ L to range over provenance properties. Given a configuration C = R, v, L, < and a resource r, we use r, C |= φ to denote that r satisfies φ in C. The actual semantics of |= depends on the choice of L. For a query language L we will consider satisfaction relations |=⊆ M × L for several model domains be-
We restrict to our attention to languages L that are able to observe atomic properties, and not actual values. The actual information observable on resources is defined by function π, that can be understood as a privacy-protecting function, hiding actual information about resources and just exposing information needed to assess their integrity.
Global Computations. Computations in our model of programmable configurations are of the form
denoting that configuration C reacts to action λ by transforming into C and producing ρ.
We consider first a simple model of internal computations with two actions out and rd, respectively used to add fresh resources (and their explicit dependencies), and to retrieve them with provenance-based queries.
More in detail, a computation based on action out(R < u) adds a fresh resource r with value u, and dependencies on a subset R ⊆ R of the current set of resources R.
Computations based on rd actions return a resource r whose history satisfies the provenance property φ, provided one such resource exists:
Internal computations expose actual resources as part of the interactions and demand causal dependencies to be specified explicitly. In many situations resources need to be hidden, and causal dependencies need to be implicitly computed. To deal with this we introduce external computations in our model of programmable configurations with two actions: put and get.
In particular, put(f (φ 1 , .., φ n )) is an action that, given a function f : V * → V and n provenance formulas φ 1 , .., φ n adds a new resource obtained by applying f to the values of resources r 1 , .., r n , respectively satisfying φ 1 , .., φ n and storing the corresponding dependencies. Such operation can be easily defined as a combination of internal computations:
The query operation is very much like rd but it returns the value of the resource instead of the resource identifier itself:
Distributed Configurations with Abstract Histories
We now introduce distributed configurations where the history of each resource is localised and possibly reduced into some abstract history, from a domain H of abstract histories, for which the satisfaction relation |=⊆ H × L is defined. Let α : R × C → H be a function that maps concrete histories (i.e. pairs of resources and configurations) into abstract histories. We say that α is Lpreserving if and only if for all configurations C = R, v, L, < ∈ C, all resources r ∈ R it holds r, C ≡ L α(r, C). We will assume that all languages L of interest are such that r, C ≡ L r, C |r , i.e. their formulas allow to observe just the history of events.
History abstraction functions can be lifted to a mapping from global configurations to distributed configurations. Note that for the trivial case when H is R × C, there is a trivial choice for α, namely the function λr, C = ({r}, C |r ) that would map each resource to just own history. Other, more interesting cases could be mapping each resource into a Σ-labelled transition system, finite-state automaton over Σ or just a subset of Σ, as suggested in Figures 2-4 , respectively. These cases will be discussed in detail in Section 4.
Another component of our framework are history update functions of the form ⊕ : R × 2 Σ × 2 H → H. These are functions that, given a resource r, its observations A, and a set H of abstract histories (typically, the direct ancestors of r), produce an abstract history for r.
We say that ⊕ is L-preserving for α if and only if for all configurations C = R, c, L, < ∈ C, all resources r ∈ R and all provenance formulas φ ∈ L it holds α(r, C |r ) ≡ L (r, L(r)) ⊕ {α(r , C |r ) | r < r} that is, abstract histories obtained globally are L-equivalent to abstract histories computed incrementally with ⊕.
Distributed Computations. The semantics for distributed configurations is similar to that of global configurations, but based on local histories. In particular, a adding resource with out is now defined by rule
In words: a configuration is enriched by adding a fresh resource r and computing its local, abstract history incrementally, based on the local, abstract history of its ancestors. Note that the computation is not entirely decentralised, as the preconditions still require global information, but part of that information (set R ) is in any case required to compute the history of r incrementally.
Internal queries, instead, rely only on local information:
External computations with put and query are defined using the same combinations of rd and out operations with rules
Provenance-preserving result. We define now a relation ≈⊆ C × D that relates global configurations and distributed configurations over the same set of resources such that the concrete and abstract history of each resource is Lequivalent. Note that if α is L-preserving then, trivially, C ≈ α(C) for all configurations C ∈ C. The main property of our framework is that, if α is L-preserving and ⊕ is L-preserving for α, then ≈ is a bisimulation. As a consequence a global configuration C and its distributed version α(C) behave equivalently.
Theorem 1 (bisimilar distribution). Let α be a history reduction function and ⊕ be a history update function such that (i) α is L-preserving and (ii) ⊕ is L-preserving for α, then ≈ is a bisimulation.
Proof sketch. To prove that ≈ is a bisimulation we have to show that for every C ∈ C and every D ∈ D such that C ≈ D the following properties hold:
We prove property (1) by considering the cases for λ separately:
[λ = out(r 1 , .., r n < u)] Let C = R, v, L, < . By definition of ≈, we know that D = R, v, L, h for some h such that ∀r ∈ R. r, C ≡ L h(r).
The new global configuration
differs from C only in the addition of r, its properties and its dependencies. Clearly D can make the same choice for λ by selecting the same r, thus resulting in
To show that C ≈ D we just need to prove that for the newly added resource r it holds r, C ≡ L (r, L(r)) ⊕ h(r 1 ), .., h(r n ) since the above property holds for all other resources as mentioned above. We proceed as follows:
We can conclude that C ≈ D .
[λ = rd(φ)] Note that in this case C = C. From C rd(φ) r −−−−−−→ C we know that r, C |= φ. Since C ≈ D we know that r, C ≡ L h(r) and hence it holds h(r) |= φ. We have thus the computation step D [λ = put(f (φ 1 , .., φ n )) and λ = query(φ)] These are actually derived operations, obtained by composition of the above two ones.
To prove property (2) we proceed similarly.
Instantiating the framework
We instantiate the framework in a set of examples, respectively based on interpreting histories as trees (thus observing merging, order, and atomic properties of resources), strings (thus observing order and atomic properties of resources only) and sets (thus just observing atomic properties of resources). Each instance consists of a specific choice for the domain H of abstract histories, the provenance language L, the history reduction function α, and the incremental history update function ⊕. It is not the aim of this section to show the most efficient option for each case or to provide a comprehensive overview of all possibilities. Instead, we aim at illustrating the framework with well-known models computation from the area of concurrency theory and related ones.
Tree-based Provenance
As abstract histories we will consider finite trees over Σ, compactly represented as transition systems. We recall that a state-labelled transition system (a Kripke structure) is a tuple S, I, →, AP , M such that S is a set of states, I ⊆ S is set of initial states, →⊆ S×S is a transition relation, AP is a set of atomic propositions and M : S → AP is a mapping from states into subsets of atomic propositions. Transition systems compactly represent trees in the same manner of graphs: the trees of a transition system are obtained by unfolding the transition system. Let H be T , the set of all transition systems with resources as states, dependencies as transitions, Σ as atomic propositions and L as state labelling function. In particular, TS (C, r) = R, {r}, < −1 , Σ, L denotes the transition system representing the history of r in C, where r is the initial state and the transition relation is the inverse of the predecessor relation. 1 A natural choice for L is then any logic to predicate over trees in a transition system. We choose CTL for our illustration purposes. For φ ∈ CTL we define the satisfaction relation for resources indirectly via a transformation of the history into its transition system representation:
In our example, the property (P3) Was the resource of interest created by Alice and influenced by resources created by Charlie and Dave that then Bob combined? can be expressed in CTL as a ∧ EF(b ∧ EFc ∧ EFd).
Let bmin : T → T be a bisimulation-minimisation algorithm that transforms a transition system T into a smallest bisimilar one bmin(T ). Let α be defined as α(r, C) = bmin(TS (r, C |r )), that is the function that first transforms a history into a transition system and then minimises it. Clearly, α is L-preserving since bisimilar transition systems are CTL-equivalent.
For incremental history construction we define the following function ⊕
In words: we first build a new transition system that has r as initial state, and has a transition from r to the initial state r i of each of the n transitions systems that represent abstract histories (that we assume disjoint to avoid the cumbersome notation of introducing fresh renamings). Such transition system is then minimised. We need to prove that ⊕ is CTL-preserving for bmin. Lemma 1. The incremental history construction function ⊕ is CTL-preserving for bmin.
Proof sketch. We need to prove bmin(TS (r, C |r )) ≡ CTL (r, L(r)) ⊕ {bmin(TS (r , C |r )) | r < r} we proceed as follows bmin(TS (r, C |r )) ≡ CTL bisimulation preserves CTL TS (r, C |r ) ≡ CTL (*) (r, L(r)) ⊕ {TS (r , C |r ) | r < r} ≡ CTL bisimulation preserves CTL (r, L(r)) ⊕ {bmin(TS (r , C |r )) | r < r}
The main idea behind (*) is that (r, L(r)) ⊕ {TS (r , C |r ) | r < r} essentially corresponds to an unfolding of TS (r, C |r ) into a tree-shaped transition system, and that unfolding of transitions systems preserves bisimulation and hence CTL.
Instantiating Theorem 1 in the above described setting provides the desired result: if we choose CTL as provenance query language we can distribute and incrementally compute histories without loosing information by resorting to bisimulation minimisation algorithms. Figure 2 illustrates a distributed representation of the transition system based local histories for configuration C 1 of Figure 1 . In the figure, the initial state of each transition system is its unique root. 
Linear Provenance
We consider now abstract histories as sets of finite strings over 2 Σ . A natural way to compactly represent a set of strings is with a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA). Recall that an NFA is a tuple Q, q 0 , F, A, → , where Q is a set of states, q 0 ∈ Q is an initial state, F ⊆ Q is a final set of states, A is an alphabet of symbols, and →⊆ 2 S×Σ×S is a transition relation. Let us denote with L(B) the language of the NFA B.
In particular, for a configuration C and a resource r, its abstract history can be defined as the Let A denote the set of all such NFAs and let H be A. A natural choice for L is then any language for finite strings, for example regular expressions. For a regular expression φ we define the satisfaction relation for resources indirectly via a transformation of the history into its NFA representation:
in words, the history of a resource r in C satisfies the property φ if, for each original ancestor r , the path from r to r is accepted by φ.
In our example, the property (P2) Was the resource of interest created by Alice and influenced by Charlie Let min : A → A be an NFA minimisation algorithm that transforms an NFA into the smallest NFA accepting the same language. Let α be defined as α(r, C) = min(NFA(r, C |r )), that is the function that first translates a concrete history into an NFA and then minimises it. Clearly, α is L-preserving since NFA minimisation preserve regular language equivalence.
For incremental history construction we define the following function ⊕.
In words: we first build an NFA that has r as initial state, and has a transition from r to the initial state r i of each of the n NFAs that represent abstract histories. The resulting NFA is then minimised with min. Proving that ⊕ is L-preserving for α can be done along the lines of 1.
Instantiating Theorem 1 allows us to use a provenance query language based NFA so to distribute and incrementally compute reduced histories based on NFA minimisation, without loosing information. Figure 3 illustrates a distributed representation of the NFA-based local history for configuration C 1 of Figure 1 . In the figure, the initial state of each automaton is its unique root.
Set-based Provenance
Let H be 2 Σ , i.e. abstract histories are just subsets of Σ representing which properties the resource has or has been influenced by. For a configuration C and a resource r we can interpret the history of r with the following function inf to compute the influencing properties of r:
The function is parametric on a function to combine properties of resources with the influencing properties of its ancestors. Taking h H to be h∪ H would provide all properties that r or any of its ancestors has. If instead we take h H to be h ∩ H we would consider the influencing properties as those that r and all of its ancestors have.
A natural choice for the provenance language L could be just propositional logic over Σ
The example property (P1) Was the resource of interest influenced by Alice, Bob, Charlie, and Dave? would be just the proposition a ∧ b ∧ c ∧ d.
We can now do two trivial choices for α and ⊗. First, let α be the function inf , which is trivially L-preserving. Second, the incremental history construction function ⊕ is defined based on ⊗:
r ⊕ {A 1 , .., A n } = L(r) · {A 1 , .., A n } which can easily be show to be L-preserving for α. We can then instantiate Theorem 1 to obtain the desired result: we can distribute and incrementally compute histories on the above described mechanism without loosing information. Figure 4 illustrates a distributed representation of the local histories for configuration C 1 of Figure 1 , where · is based on set union.
Conclusion
We have presented a basic framework to support provenance-based computations, with incremental history distribution and reduction. The main components of the framework are an abstract domain of histories H, a provenance specification language L, and two functions: α for history reduction, and ⊕ for incremental history construction, that are required to be sound and complete with respect to L. We have illustrated the framework with a basic model of programmable configurations, and notions of abstract histories based on wellunderstood models of computation and information flow.
The approach we have presented can lead to deeper investigations in the future. First, in the examples we have used to illustrate our approach we have not considered efficiency as an issue. Efficient algorithms for minimisation of histories that exploit their acyclic structure could be to be identified. For example, in the case of bisimulations a partition refinement algorithm based on [17] could easily exploit the acyclic structure in the strategy to select the candidate partitions subject to a partition check. The basic model of computation we have used to illustrate the approach could lead to novel coordination languages, taking inspiration from locality-centred [8] and provenance-tracking [4] coordination languages, one could design a provenance-oriented coordination language where interactions depended on provenance properties. An interesting variant of the instances we have seen could be to consider histories up to stuttering. In the case of computation trees and bisimulations we could consider the corresponding notions of stuttering bisimulation minimisation algorithms [14, 15] . For linear provenance, it would be also interesting to investigate provenance queries based on testing equivalences [10, 1] or LTL variants.
